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THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS IN BOSTON PRESENTS

THE U. MASS/BOSTON FORUM FOR ARGUMENT

"DOLLARS SPENT, SERVICES DELIVERED: TAXATION IN MASSACHUSETTS"

Maurice A. Donahue - Massachusetts Senate President
Richard M. Millard - Chancellor, Board of Higher Education, Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Robert T. Capeless - Member, Master Tax Plan Commission
Bernard P. Rosenblatt - Chairman, U. Mass/Boston Psychology Department
Francis L. Broderick, Moderator - Chancellor, U. Mass/Boston

WEDNESDAY, April 23, 1969 4:30 P.M.
U. Mass/Boston Auditorium, 100 Arlington Street

This is an opportunity for the University community to help make the case that taxes are necessary to civilization and that the tea bag revolt can have a serious effect upon the quality of state services in health, welfare and education. Your presence on Wednesday afternoon will attest to your interest.